Municipal Initiative
The Cost-Effective Path to Energy-Efficient Buildings
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All municipalities seek to improve the energy efficiency of their facilities. Doing so not only reduces energy usage and costs, it reduces emissions and protects the environment. National Grid's Municipal Initiative helps cities and towns achieve energy efficiency in their schools, offices, and other municipal buildings. The Initiative provides:

**Technical Assistance** by independent experts to identify applicable efficiency measures and determine expected savings

**Incentives that pay up to 70%** of the installed cost of efficient materials and technologies, and up to 50% of technical assistance for customized efficiency measures

**Interest-free, on-bill repayment** of the community's share of installed cost, spread over 24 months — allowing many communities to make important efficiency improvements without affecting capital budgets

**Tuition subsidies** for Building Operator Certification™ training

Powerful Technologies

The program targets a broad range of energy-efficient solutions — electric and gas — based on improved mechanical, electrical, and architectural practices. Applicable technologies may include:

- High efficiency lighting systems
- Efficient motor drive systems
- Energy management systems
- High efficiency space and water heating equipment
- Improved chillers and controls
- Lighting controls
- Steam system improvements
- Weatherization measures

Lead by Example

National Grid's Municipal Initiative helps cities and towns meet important environmental goals, including enhanced energy and resource efficiency. Reducing energy consumption not only provides a financial benefit, it can set a positive example for local residents and businesses.

Not all programs are available in all states. Please see your Account Executive for additional details.
Take Action

Improve efficiency. Reduce energy costs.
Protect the planet.
For more information regarding the Municipal Initiative, contact your National Grid Account Executive.
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